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Aiming to remedy the incorrect asymptotic behavior of conventional semilocal exchange-correlation (XC)
density functionals for finite systems, we propose an asymptotic correction scheme, wherein an exchange density
functional whose functional derivative has the correct (−1/r) asymptote can be directly added to any semilocal
density functional. In contrast to semilocal approximations, our resulting exchange kernel in reciprocal space
exhibits the desirable singularity of the type O(−1/q 2 ) as q → 0, which is a necessary feature for describing
the excitonic effects in nonmetallic solids. By applying this scheme to a popular semilocal density functional,
PBE [Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3865 (1996)], the predictions of the properties that are
sensitive to the asymptote are significantly improved, while the predictions of the properties that are insensitive
to the asymptote remain essentially the same as PBE. Relative to the popular model XC potential scheme, our
scheme is significantly superior for ground-state energies and related properties. In addition, without loss of
accuracy, two closely related schemes are developed for the efficient treatment of large systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.87.052510

PACS number(s): 31.15.es, 31.15.ee, 71.15.Mb

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, Kohn-Sham density-functional
theory (KS-DFT) [1,2] has been one of the most powerful theoretical methods for the ground-state properties of
large electronic systems. Its time-dependent extension, timedependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) [3–5], has
gradually become popular for the study of excited-state and
time-dependent properties.
In KS-DFT, the exact exchange-correlation (XC) density functional Exc [ρ] remains unknown and needs to be
approximated. Accurate density-functional approximations
to Exc [ρ] have been successively developed to extend the
applicability of KS-DFT to a wide variety of systems. Despite
the recent advances in the orbital-dependent density-functional
approach [6], semilocal density functionals remain popular due
to their computational efficiency for large systems and reasonable accuracy for applications governed by short-range XC
effects [7]. However, due to the associated several qualitative
failures, semilocal functionals can produce erroneous results
in situations where the accurate treatment of nonlocality of the
XC hole is important [8–10].
One of the important and long-standing subjects in KS-DFT
is the asymptotic behavior of the XC potential vxc (r) =
δExc [ρ]/δρ(r). For finite systems, the exact vxc (r) exhibits the
Coulombic (−1/r) decay as r → ∞ [11–14]. However, due to
the severe self-interaction error (SIE) [15], the XC potential of
semilocal functionals fails to describe the correct asymptotic
behavior, yielding qualitatively incorrect predictions for the
properties sensitive to the asymptote, such as the vertical
ionization potentials and high-lying (Rydberg) excitation
energies of atoms and molecules [16,17].
Currently, perhaps the most successful density-functional
methods in practice to improve the asymptote of the XC
potential are provided by the long-range corrected (LC) hybrid
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scheme [18–28] and asymptotically corrected (AC) model
potential scheme [29–39]. For the LC hybrid scheme, the
nonlocal Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange for the long-range
electron-electron interactions is added to a semilocal functional. Therefore, the LC hybrid scheme can be impractical
for very large systems due to the inclusion of the long-range
HF exchange (which significantly increases the computational
cost relative to the semilocal functional). By contrast, for the
AC model potential scheme, an AC XC potential is directly
modeled and added to a semilocal functional, maintaining
the similar cost as the semilocal functional. In principle, a
model XC potential should be a functional derivative of some
Exc [ρ]. However, as a number of popular model potentials
are found not to be functional derivatives, several necessary
conditions for a functional derivative can be violated [40].
Besides, as these model potentials are not variationally stable,
the associated XC energies are not uniquely defined, and
properties obtained from these model potentials need to be
carefully interpreted [40,41]. Recently, we have examined the
performance of the LC hybrid scheme and AC model potential
scheme on a very wide range of applications [42]. Despite its
computational efficiency, the popular model potential scheme
can exhibit severe errors in the calculated ground-state energies
and related properties, due to the lack of Exc [ρ].
On the other hand, for a system of N electrons, the FermiAmaldi (FA) XC functional [43],
FA
Exc
[ρ]

1
=−
2N

!!

ρ(r)ρ(r$ )
dr dr$ ,
|r − r$ |

(1)

which is simply (−1/N) times the Hartree energy functional,
appears to be the simplest XC functional whose functional
derivative has the correct (−1/r) asymptote. However, there
are several problems with the FA model [44]. While the
FA XC potential is correct in the asymptotic region, it is
inaccurate elsewhere. Besides, due to its delocalized XC hole,
the FA model is not size consistent, where the energy of a
system composed of two or more well-separated subsystems
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is not identical to the sum of the energies of the separate
subsystems [45].
In this work, we propose an AC scheme for any system
composed of atoms (e.g., atoms, molecules, and solids),
wherein a modified FA XC functional, which is size consistent
in the calculated energy and whose functional derivative has
the correct (−1/r) asymptote, can be directly added to any
semilocal functional. Without loss of accuracy, two related
efficient schemes are also developed for large systems.
II. THEORETICAL METHODS
A. LFA scheme

By partitioning and localizing a modified FA XC hole to
the atoms in a system, we propose the “localized”FA (LFA)
exchange functional,
ExLFA [ρα ,ρβ ] = −
×

" "

σ =α,β A

!!

1
2NA,σ

ρA,σ (r)ρA,σ (r$ )

erf(ω|r − r$ |)
dr dr$ ,
|r − r$ |
(2)

to resolve the size-inconsistency issue associated with the FA
model (see Supplemental Material [46]). Here, the second sum
is over all the atoms in the system, ρA,σ (r) is the σ -spin (σ = α
for spin up or β for spin down) electron density associated with
the atom A,
ρA,σ (r) = wA (r)ρσ (r),

wA (r) =

(4)

where ρA0 (r) is the spherically averaged electron density
computed for the isolated atom A. NA,σ is the number of
the σ -spin electrons associated with the atom A,
!
NA,σ = ρA,σ (r)dr,
(5)
and the long-range interelectron repulsion operator erf(ω|r −
r$ |)/|r − r$ | is to retain the correct asymptotic behavior without
the (unneeded) energy contribution from the complementary
short-range operator, where ω is a parameter
# defining the
range
of
the
operators.
Due
to
the
sum
rule
of
A wA (r) = 1,
#
#
A ρA,σ (r) = ρσ (r), and
A NA,σ = Nσ (the number of
σ -spin electrons).
By taking the functional derivative of ExLFA [ρα ,ρβ ], the LFA
exchange potential for σ -spin electrons is
δExLFA [ρα ,ρβ ]
δρσ (r)
" wA (r) !
erf(ω|r − r$ |) $
ρA,σ (r$ )
=−
dr .
NA,σ
|r − r$ |
A

should be added to Eq. (6). However, as will be shown later,
this constant is of no consequence.
LFA
In the asymptotic limit, vx,σ
(r) has the correct asymptotic
form,
" wA (r) !
1
LFA
lim v (r) = −
ρA,σ (r$ ) dr$
r→∞ x,σ
N
|r|
A,σ
A
"
1
1
=−
wA (r) = − .
(8)
r A
r
From Eqs. (2) and (6), we have
!
1 "
LFA
LFA
Ex [ρα ,ρβ ] =
ρσ (r)vx,σ
(r)dr,
2 σ =α,β

(9)

showing that the LFA exchange energy density per electron
also has the correct (−1/2r) asymptote [29,49].
For the calculation of excitation energies using adiabatic
linear-response TDDFT [3–5], the functional derivative of
LFA
vx,σ
(r) yields the LFA exchange kernel for σ -spin electrons,
LFA
(r)
δvx,σ
δ 2 ExLFA [ρα ,ρβ ]
=
$
δρσ (r )
δρσ (r)δρσ (r$ )
erf(ω|r − r$ |) " wA (r)wA (r$ )
.
=−
|r − r$ |
NA,σ
A

LFA
(r,r$ ) =
fx,σ

(3)

and the weight function wA (r), ranging between 0 and 1, is of
the Hirshfeld type [47,48]:
ρ 0 (r)
#A 0 ,
B ρB (r)

If the functional derivative of NA,σ is also taken, an additional
constant term
" 1
LFA
vx,σ
(∞) ≡
2
2NA,σ
A
!!
erf(ω|r − r$ |)
dr dr$ (7)
×
ρA,σ (r)ρA,σ (r$ )
|r − r$ |

(10)

LFA
(r,r$ ) in recipIn contrast to semilocal approximations, fx,σ
rocal space has the correct long-wavelength O(−1/q 2 ) divergence as q → 0, which is crucially important for the proper
description of excitonic effects in nonmetallic solids [50–53].
We emphasize that this striking feature appears naturally from
our fully nonlocal ExLFA [ρα ,ρβ ].
To improve its description of short-range XC effects,
ExLFA [ρα ,ρβ ] is combined with a popular semilocal functional,
PBE (Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof) [54]. However, this will
produce a double-counting (DC) energy EDC , which needs to
be removed. As the significant fraction of ExLFA [ρα ,ρβ ] should
be from the core regions of the atoms, we presuppose that
ρA,σ (r) is strictly localized at RA (the position of the atom A)
in Eq. (2), which gives ρA,σ (r) ≈ NA,σ δ(r − RA ) for satisfying
Eq. (5), to estimate EDC ,
" " 1
EDC = −
2NA,σ
σ =α,β A
!!
×
{NA,σ δ(r − RA )}{NA,σ δ(r$ − RA )}

LFA
vx,σ
(r) =

erf(ω|r − r$ |)
dr dr$
|r − r$ |
$
%
" " 1
erf(ω|r − RA |)
=−
(NA,σ )2 lim
r→RA
2NA,σ
|r − RA |
σ =α,β A
×

(6)
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" " NA,σ $ 2ω %
=−
√
2
π
σ =α,β A
ω
ω " "
NA,σ = − √ N.
= −√
π σ =α,β A
π

(11)

This estimate is very accurate for systems with highly
localized charges (e.g., HCl), and less accurate for systems
with delocalized charges (e.g., benzene) (see Supplemental
Material [46]). Our resulting LFA-PBE functional is given by
LFA-PBE
PBE
= Exc
+ ExLFA − EDC .
(12)
Exc
√
DC
(r) = δEDC /δρσ (r) = −ω/ π is simply a
Note that vx,σ
LFA
(∞).
constant, which can be absorbed into the constant vx,σ
As the KS potential is only defined within an arbitrary
constant, without loss of generality, we require the KS√
potential
LFA
to vanish asymptotically, which sets vx,σ
(∞) + ω/ π = 0.
Unlike the FA model, LFA-PBE is size consistent for any
system composed of atoms (see Supplemental Material [46]).
Note that LFA-PBE (with ω = 0) reduces to PBE.

B. RILFA scheme

For systems composed of many atoms, LFA-PBE can be
computationally unfavorable due to the numerical integration
LFA
of many Hartree-like potentials in vx,σ
(r). To resolve this computational bottleneck without loss of much accuracy, Eq. (6)
can be efficiently evaluated by the resolution-of-identity
(RI) approximation [55,56]. Following Ref. [56], ρA,σ (r) is
expanded with
# an auxiliary basis set {gp (r)}, i.e., ρA,σ (r) ≈
ρ̃A,σ (r) = p ap gp (r), where the expansion coefficients {ap }
are given by Eq. (8) of Ref. [56] [with ρ(r) being replaced by
ρA,σ (r)]. The RILFA exchange potential is evaluated by
" wA (r) !
erf(ω|r − r$ |) $
RILFA
dr .
ρ̃A,σ (r$ )
vx,σ (r) = −
NA,σ
|r − r$ |
A
(13)

From Eq. (10) of Ref. [56], the RILFA exchange energy is
given by
" "$
1
−
ExRILFA =
NA,σ
σ =α,β A
!!
erf(ω|r − r$ |)
dr dr$
×
ρA,σ (r)ρ̃A,σ (r$ )
|r − r$ |
%
!!
1
erf(ω|r − r$ |)
$
dr
dr
.
+
ρ̃A,σ (r)ρ̃A,σ (r$ )
2NA,σ
|r − r$ |
(14)
For a sufficiently large {gp (r)}, the RILFA scheme approaches
the LFA scheme. Here, RILFA-PBE is defined by Eq. (12),
with ExLFA being replaced by ExRILFA .
C. LFAs scheme

For very large systems, both the LFA and RILFA schemes
may be impractical, compared to the efficient semilocal
density-functional approach. Aiming to retain the correct
(−1/r) asymptote with essentially no added computational
cost relative to semilocal functionals, the strict localization of

ρA,σ (r) at RA [i.e., ρA,σ (r) ≈ NA,σ δ(r − RA )] is presupposed
in Eq. (6), to define the LFAs exchange potential,
" wA (r) !
erf(ω|r − r$ |) $
LFAs
dr
vx,σ
(r) = −
{NA,σ δ(r$ − RA )}
NA,σ
|r − r$ |
A
"
erf(ω|r − RA |)
.
(15)
=−
wA (r)
|r − RA |
A
LFAs
The asymptote of vx,σ
(r) remains correct,
"
1
1
LFAs
lim vx,σ
=− .
(r) = −
wA (r)
r→∞
|r|
r
A

(16)

Based on Eq. (9), the LFAs exchange energy is given by
!
1 "
LFAs
ExLFAs =
(r)dr
(17)
ρσ (r)vx,σ
2 σ =α,β

to retain the correct (−1/2r) asymptote of the LFAs exchange
LFAs
energy density per electron. Although vx,σ
(r) differs from
LFAs
by a factor of 2, the
the functional derivative of Ex
prescribed LFAs scheme approaches the LFA scheme for
LFAs
(r) becomes an
a sufficiently small ω value, where vx,σ
LFA
excellent approximation of vx,σ (r). Similarly, LFAs-PBE is
defined by Eq. (12), with ExLFA being replaced by ExLFAs .
III. DEFINITION OF AN OPTIMAL ω VALUE

For the exact KS-DFT, the minus highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) energy of a molecule should
be the same as the vertical ionization potential (IP) of the
molecule [11,12,57–59]. Therefore, the optimal ω values for
LFA-PBE, RILFA-PBE, and LFAs-PBE are determined by
fitting the predicted IPs (calculated by the minus HOMO
energies) of 18 atoms and 113 molecules in the IP131 database
to the corresponding experimental IPs [60]. All calculations
are performed with a development version of Q-CHEM3.2 [61],
using the 6-311 + + G(3df,3pd) basis set (and sufficiently
large auxiliary basis sets for the RILFA scheme), unless noted
otherwise. The error for each entry is defined as (error =
theoretical value − reference value).
As shown in Fig. 1, the minimum root-mean-square (rms)
errors of LFA-PBE, RILFA-PBE, and LFAs-PBE for the IP131
database, which all occur at ω = 0.15 bohr−1 , are more than
three times smaller than the rms error of PBE (the ω = 0
case), reflecting the importance of the correct asymptote of
XC potential here (see Supplemental Material [46]).
Adopting ω = 0.15 bohr−1 for all the LFA-corrected
PBE functionals, the calculated IPs are plotted against the
experimental values in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the differences
between the IPs calculated by RILFA-PBE and LFA-PBE
are within 0.005 eV, and the differences between the IPs
calculated by LFAs-PBE and LFA-PBE are within 0.1 eV.
Therefore, all the LFA-corrected PBE functionals yield very
similar results, indicating that their XC potentials should be
very similar (see Supplemental Material [46]). By contrast, the
IPs calculated by PBE are seriously underestimated due to its
incorrect asymptote.
Similar results are found when our LFA-related schemes
are combined with LDA [62,63]. As both the LDA and
PBE XC potentials decay exponentially in the asymptotic
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TABLE I. Mean absolute errors (in kcal/mol) of various test sets
(see the text for details). The LB94 results are taken from Ref. [42].
(1 kcal/mol = 0.0434 eV.)
System

PBE LFA-PBE RILFA-PBE LFAs-PBE LB94

rms

Reaction (30) 4.38
G3/99 (223) 21.51
NHTBH (38) 8.62
HTBH (38)
9.67
S22 (22)
2.72

FIG. 1. (Color online) Root-mean-square (rms) errors of LFAPBE, RILFA-PBE, and LFAs-PBE for the IP131 database [60]. The
ω = 0 case corresponds to PBE.

region, their predicted IPs are similar, requiring essentially the
same corrections from the LFA-related schemes (i.e., with the
same optimal ω) (see Supplemental Material [46]). Therefore,
ω = 0.15 bohr−1 can be recommended as the optimal ω value,
when the LFA-related schemes are combined with a local
or semilocal functional whose functional derivative has the
(incorrect) exponential asymptote.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here, we examine the performance of the PBE and LFAcorrected PBE functionals (ω = 0.15 bohr−1 ) on various test
sets, involving the reaction energies of 30 chemical reactions

FIG. 2. (Color online) Calculated versus experimental ionization
potentials (IPs) for the IP131 database [60]. Inset I shows the
differences between the IPs calculated by RILFA-PBE and LFA-PBE,
while inset II shows the differences between the IPs calculated by
LFAs-PBE and LFA-PBE. ω = 0.15 bohr−1 is adopted for all the
LFA-corrected PBE functionals.

4.48
27.36
8.71
9.69
2.37

4.47
27.36
8.71
9.69
2.37

4.42
24.58
8.66
9.69
2.52

484.91
93.94
44.31
51.70

(a test set described in Ref. [23]), the 223 atomization
energies of the G3/99 set [64–66], the 76 barrier heights
(BHs) of the NHTBH38/04 and HTBH38/04 sets [67,68],
the 22 noncovalent interactions of the S22 set [69], 19 valence
excitation energies, and 23 Rydberg excitation energies. There
are in total 393 pieces of data in our test sets, which are quite
large and diverse. Unspecified detailed information of the test
sets is given in Ref. [60]. For comparison, the results calculated
by the van Leeuwen and Baerends 1994 (LB94) potential
(a popular AC model XC potential) [29] are taken from
Ref. [42]. Note that the LB94 potential is a linear combination
of the LDA exchange potential, the LDA correlation potential,
and a gradient-dependent exchange potential [e.g., see Eq. (55)
of Ref. [29]]. Due to the inclusion of the gradient-dependent
exchange potential, the LB94 potential is not a functional
derivative [40,41]. In Ref. [42], the exchange energy from the
LB94 exchange potential was evaluated by the popular LevyPerdew virial relation [70] [e.g., see Eq. (1) of Ref. [42]], while
the correlation energy from the LB94 correlation potential was
directly evaluated by the LDA correlation energy functional.
As shown in Table I, the performance of the LFA-corrected
PBE functionals is similar to that of PBE (see Supplemental
Material [46]). As these properties are rather insensitive to the
asymptote of the XC potential, our schemes do not affect
the already good performance of PBE. By contrast, due
to the lack of Exc [ρ], LB94 performs the worst. Therefore,
one should avoid using the AC model potential scheme for the
calculation of total energies and related properties.
For the valence and Rydberg excitation energies, we perform adiabatic linear-response TDDFT calculations, using the
6-311(2+,2+)G** basis set, on five molecules: nitrogen gas
(N2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), water (H2 O), ethylene (C2 H4 ),
and formaldehyde (CH2 O) on the experimental geometries
taken from Ref. [71]. For the TDDFT calculations using the
LFA-corrected PBE functionals, both the PBE XC kernel and
the LFA exchange kernel should be adopted for a consistent
approximation on Exc [ρ]. However, in this work, we only
adopt the PBE XC kernel, and neglect the LFA exchange
kernel for computational simplicity. Note that similar tricks
have been constantly used in the AC model potential approach
(e.g., the XC kernel of a local or semilocal functional is
adopted) [16,30,33,42,72–74]. For example, the LDA XC
kernel is frequently adopted for the TDDFT calculations using
the LB94 potential [42]. For finite systems, this approximation
should not make much difference in the prediction of valence
and Rydberg excitation energies. As shown in Table II, all the
LFA-corrected PBE functionals and LB94 perform well for
both the valence and Rydberg excitations, while PBE severely
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TABLE II. Mean absolute errors (in eV) of the 19 valence and 23
Rydberg excitation energies of five molecules [71]. The LB94 results
are taken from Ref. [42].

functionals will perform well for properties sensitive to the
details of the XC potential (not just to the asymptote), such as
quantum defects [75].
As with all pure density-functional methods (e.g., semilocal functionals and model XC potentials), some limitations
remain. Due to the lack of HF exchange, the LFA-corrected
PBE functionals may suffer from the SIE problems, energygap problems, and charge-transfer problems (e.g., see the
discussions in Ref. [42]). Nevertheless, the energy-gap problems may be circumvented by the perturbation approach
recently developed in Ref. [76]. Although the LC hybrid
scheme, which has remedied several qualitative failures of
pure density-functional methods, could be reliably accurate for
a very wide range of applications [42], it can be impractical
for very large systems due to the expensive computational
cost. By contrast, our LFAs-PBE, which has the correct
(−1/r) asymptote with essentially no added computational
cost relative to PBE, is potentially very useful for the study
of the ground-state energies and related properties, frontier
orbital energies, valence and Rydberg excitation energies, and
time-dependent properties of very large systems.

System

PBE LFA-PBE RILFA-PBE LFAs-PBE LB94

Valence (19) 0.32
Rydberg (23) 1.30

0.29
0.46

0.29
0.46

0.29
0.49

0.36
0.73

underestimates Rydberg excitation energies due to its incorrect
asymptote (see Supplemental Material [46]).
V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have developed the LFA scheme, wherein
an exchange density functional whose functional derivative
has the correct (−1/r) asymptote can be directly added to
any semilocal density functional. In contrast to semilocal
approximations, the LFA exchange kernel in reciprocal space
exhibits the desirable singularity of the type O(−1/q 2 ), which
is an important feature for the description of excitonic effects
in nonmetallic solids. Applying the LFA scheme to PBE, the
resulting LFA-PBE (ω = 0.15 bohr−1 ) has yielded accurate
IPs and Rydberg excitation energies for a wide range of atoms
and molecules, while performing similarly to PBE for various
properties that are insensitive to the asymptote. Without loss of
accuracy, two closely related schemes (RILFA and LFAs) have
been developed for the efficient treatment of large systems.
Relative to the popular model XC potential scheme, LFA-PBE
is significantly superior for ground-state energies and related
properties. It remains to be seen if the LFA-corrected PBE
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